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State’s
schools
failing

EPA drops
fine, citation

Chocolate or vanilla?

SJSU to monitor PCBs

SACRAMENTO t AP)
Their
own superintendent (Bill Honig)
says California public schools are
failing to prepare students for work
or college. A study conducted for the
state’s biggest businesses agrees.

By Eric Hermstad
The controversy surrounding
PCBs t polychlorinated biphenyls )
that involved SJSU and the Environmental Protection Agency is resolved. according to J. Handel
Evans, executive vice president.

Many school buildings are deteriorating. Laboratory equipment is
in short supply. So are trained mathematics and science teachers. Shop
machinery is outdated. School days
are getting shorter. Bands, drama
clubs and sports teams are being
:liminated.
The average beginning teacher’s salary is $13,000. A third of the
teacher candidates flunked a new
basic -skills test. The state, which
was among the 10 highest -spending
states on schools 15 years ago, now
ranks about 35th in money spent per
student, and close to the bottom in
teacher-to-pupil ratio. The San Jose
district has declared bankruptcy.
To conservatives, the villains
are welfare spending, which grew
much faster than school spending in
the 1970s, and "permissiveness."
Liberals blame Proposition 13 of
1978 and related tax cuts. But nearly
everyone agrees that a shortage of
money is a chief cause perhaps
the primary cause of the schools’
tproblems.
The effect of financial cutbacks
varies from one district to the next,
but one legislator illustrates the
schools’ plight by speaking of a district where textbooks now in use say
that someday humans will land on
the moon.
Another illustration is that in
the Los Angeles Unified School District, attended by 600,000 of the
state’s 4 million students, a ninthgrade student could not possibly
take enough classes in the next four
Nears to meet new University of California entrance requirements.
have
shortages
Money
prompted the district to cut high
school days to five periods just
over four hours a day. The district
hopes to increase course offerings
continued on page 8
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Not just your average counter help, SJSU’S President Gail Fullerton and other administrators scoop ice cream as part of welcome week activities. "Only two flavors,"
but it’s free."
Fullerton sai(l, "It’s not

,Library funds cut
By Jennifer Koss
SJSU students can expect
longer lines and less assistance at
the library this year. Loss of state
funds has forced the library to elimil.nate $157,115 worth of services and
operations, with a further reduction
of $62,930 slated for this fiscal year,
said Maureen Pastine, library director.
"There will be huge backlogs in
reshelving books," Pastine saii d."And we will no longer be offering
as much help to find or replace missing books."
In addition, a backlog of errors
in the library’s automated circulation system means some books may
not be listed. The system may also
to indicate whether the book is in
Clark or Wahlquist library. Pastine
said.
Although no reductions are currently planned for regular sessions,
Pastine said the library will proba-

bly reduce its hours during the summer and holiday breaks.
The library lost $59,374 in total
operating expenses. The lost funds
would have been used to purchase
and maintain books and periodicals,
equipment, supplies and services.
As a result of the lost funds, library officials have been forced to
use taped, rather than personallyguided library tours. They also have
reduced the number of classroom
instructions on library usage, and
have cut back book repairs.
In addition to reductions in operating costs, salaries for library employees have been reduced by $321,124 and vacated positions have been
left unfilled.
A freeze on the 1982-83 school
year left vacated positions open in
anticipation of the impending cuts.
Pastine said.
Although the budget cuts have
affected all schools in the California
State University and College sys-

tem, Pastine said SJSU’s library
was affected more than others.
"Our library, because it is the
oldest and largest, got hurt more
than most," Pastine said, "but our
university administration has been
very cooperative in helping us in
every way they could."
She said SJSU officials alloted
$110,000 in work study and matching
funds, and $26,000 in regular student
assistant and temporary help funds
in order to continue minimal library
service.
Pastine said she plans to investigate other sources of funding for the
library, but she said more staff cuts
make it harder to search for outside
help.
"We have not laid anyone off
yet, but we did have to put a number
of librarians and support help on
temporary," Pastine said. "By the
end of this year, if we don’t have
enough turnover, we will have to lay
off."

Club offers textbook option
By Warren Bates
SJSU business students will be given an alternative to selling their textbooks back to Spartan
Bookshops this semester.
A book exchange program is being developed by
the Small Business Student Association which would
allow students to determine their own selling price for
textbooks.
According to SBSA secretary Jim Rodondi, the
program will start operating three weeks before the
semester break
"The way the exchange works is that the students
would agree on a selling price for a book," Rodondi
said. "They would then be given a receipt, and after
we sold the book the following semester, the student
would be reimbursed.
"This allows the student to receive a few dollars
more than Spartan Shops would pay them," Rodondi

said. "We’ll also be able to resell them for a few dollars under the bookstore’s markup."
The Spartan Bookstore’s markup for used hooks is
generally 15 percent.
Aside from the benefit to the business students,
one of the program objectives is to give the 1 members of SBSA experience in managing a small business.
The idea for the exchange originated last semester
when the club began. President Joe Carter said he was
following the example of a similar program that was
successful at Cal -Poly San Luis Obispo.
Rodondi and Carter said they were reluctant to
begin the program in those early stages because of the
lack of organization.
"We’re planning this very carefully," Rodondi
continued on page 8

Evans said the citations and
$51,500 fine have been dropped. The
citations were issued June 3, following a routine inspection by the EPA.
Listed in the citations as violations
were improper storage and disposal
of PCBs, and improper marking and
record keeping.
"We have complied with all
their findings," Evans said. To conform with regulations, all fixtures
containing PCBs must be labeled
accordingly, must be checked regularity, and the university must
change the logging procedure that it
used.
EPA spokesman Al Zemsky
said as of Monday that he could not
confirm that the agency had finished its examinations into the case.
The citations involved the storage of six electrical transformers, a
barrel of oil containing PCBs, and a
barrel of fluorescent light ballasts
that contain a capsule of PCBs. Although there were no operational
transformers found leaking, there
had been some leakage.
Evans said that the whole PCB
situation was blown-out of proportion, because by definition, storage
of PCBs could consist of keeping a
small capsule of oil containing small
amounts of PCBs in one’s desk
drawer.
PCBs were produced between
1929 and 1976 for a number of different uses, including use as an element in ink and oil based paint. The
main concern is its use as an insulating fluid in transformers, for which
its use was popular because of it’s
efficency and resistance to combustion.
According to a pamphlet put out
by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, concern about
PCBs began around 1966, when environmental research in Sweden
showed some buildup of PCBs in nature. Then, in 1968. a mass poision-

ing incident in Japan was initally
attributed to PCBs. Subsequent research questions whether PCBs
were to blame).
In 1974, a government scientist
reported that PCBs caused cancer
in a certain type of rat. These events
led to the regulation of PCBs
through the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976.
Bill Leonard, media relations
spokesman for PG&E, said that
PCBs were declared toxic because it
"simply doesn’t break down."
The controversy over the health
risk of exposure to PCBs remains
unsolved. Dr J. Donald Millar, director of the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health,
wrote in the Federal Register:
"PCBs have also been found to
induce tumors in experimental animals after repeated oral ingestion.
Because of these findings. PCBs are
considered to have carcinogenic potential in humans."
But other information contradicts Millar. In a study by NIOSH,
2,500 workers at two General Electric Co. plants where PCBs were
used in the manufacture of capacitors showed no evidence of chronic
illness except for skin rashes. More
than half of the workers were exposed to high levels of PCBs, including skin contact, for periods of 20 to
40 years.
A report on the health effects of
PCBs prepared by Ecology and Environment Inc. an international environmental research group, corroborated the General Electric
findings:
"While dermatitis and chloracne, which were reversible after
discontinuing the exposure, have
been noted in some cases, no other
significant findings were routinely
made."
Dr. Robert James, also of Ecology and Environment Inc. looked to
the future of studying enviornmental pollution.
"Considering the lower and declining environmental exposure to
PCBs," he said," it seems unlikely
that we will ever find an environmental exposure to humans which
will produce injury."

Dorm drinking rules enforced

photo illustration by Leo Bevilacqua
By Ken Leiser
If nothing else, the SJSU dorms may not be quite so
noisy anymore.
They will be quieter due, in part, to stricter enforcement of existing alcohol policies which forbid students
from drinking in the hallways, lounges, and restrooms.
According to Willie Brown, newly appointed director
of housing at SJSU, there will be no changes in the drinking regulations, only "uniform" enforcement from hall to
hall.
"We were concerned that different dorms had different alcohol policies in the past," he said.
Brown said some of the halls allowed drinking in the
common areas as long as the drinks were carried in
opaque containers like plastic cups or coffee mugs.
Such differing policies led to confusion among students about the regulations.
"I don’t really know what the rules are," said Ron
Niewald. a 19-year -old resident. "As far as I know, you
can party as long as you are in your room with the door
closed."
The official rules state that no one under 21 can "have
or consume" alcoholic beverages.
Students who are 21 or older can "consume alcoholic
beverages responsibly in the privacy of their room."
"The new policy stresses uniformity," said Will
Koehn, resident director of Royce Hall. "From now on
we’re all going to have the same policy, ’no drinking in
common areas,’ and we’re going to enforce it."

If a student is caught breaking the rules he or she will
be given a warning by that floor’s resident adviser. If the
warning is ignored, the matter could work its way up to
Brown’s office.
However, Brown doesn’t anticipate any problems hicause he is confident students will be cookrative.
"Basically, we’re just asking them to use their own
discretion," he said.
He added that the housing department’s policy toward alcohol is not aimed at infringing on people’s privacy unless they are causing a disturbance. In other
words, a loud party would require a warning from advisors if it disturbs other students.
Brown, who has a background in law, filled the position vacated by Cordell Koland in July, 1982. He left his
job at the University of California, Irvine where he also
served as an on -campus housing director.
Ben McKendall, associate dean of student affairs
was acting housing director before Brown was hired.
McKendall said there is a definite alcohol abuse prol,
tern in the SJSU dorms, but assured that it was no worse
than anywhere else.
"We’ve needed an alcohol policy that is both consis
tent and firm," he said.
Although he doesn’t suspect that the new policy will
stop dorm drinking, McKendall hopes to see it curb
"problem" drinking.
"Students must learn to drink intelligently," he said.
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Right concept,
wrong place
Associated Students board of direcTht
tors has, for the most part, worked for
and in the interest of its student body.
It has suffered with us through two fee
increases in one year and has asked the
heads of both the school and the state to rely
on means other than California students to
balance the slate’s budget problems.
II is stipulated in the A.S. constitution
that "following the A.S. elections, there shall
follow a period of internship."
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Textbook rock’

This period of internship is broken down
into two "workshops." The first is held in
the summer, after spring elections. It familiarizes the new officials with how to assume
responsibilities as an A.S. director.
This is reasonable enough.
The second workshop is held sometime
around the winter break. This serves as a
meeting for progress reports and redefining
.
of goals.
This also sounds reasonable.
What doesn’t sound reasonable is the
$500 allotted to A.S. from the 1983-84 budget
for the two internship workshops to be held
during the same school year.
The money is used to pay for a "retreat"
of sorts in the scenic Santa Cruz mountains
east of Watsonville.
It’s really a nice little camp.
Up in the blissful quiet of the giant redwoods, our future A.S. officials are learning
parlimentary procedure and the nuances of
the school administration.

’’

Undoubtedlly, the the A.S. officials are
feeling the pinch too. But are A.S.officials
acting in the best interests of the students?
their
hold
should
they
Perhaps
workshops right here on campus.
Granted, the air isn’t as fresh and the
oak trees hardly compare with the majestic
redwoods in the mountains, but there are
advantages to having the workshops here.
The new officials would have access to
the various department heads and administrative liaisons they will encounter during
their tenure as student represenatives.
On the other hand, by relocating themselves to the mountains during the winter
break workshops, the A.S. officials are removing themselves from the people and
place they supposedly represent.
On -campus workshops will keep the directors in touch with the campus, and it
might even save us students a few bucks.
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Discrimination: time for action, not words
Twenty years ago, black leaders marched through
the streets of Washington. D.C., changing the course of
civil rights. Led by Martin Luther King, Jr., they protested against blatant racism, segregation, and laws
sanctioning discrimination. It was a turning point for
the American conscience. Out went the "whites only"

Caitlin Thielmann
Associate Editor

sign and in came the equal opportunity employer.
But the fact remains that blacks still earn less, are
less educated, and suffer higher rates of unemployment
than whites. One in every three blacks remains in poverty, compared to one in 10 whites. As of last month, 19.5
percent of blacks were unemployed, compared to 8.2
percent for whites.
And the time for rallies and freedom marches concerning civil rights is over.

The commemorative march that drew 250,000 people to the nation’s capital last weekend in support of
"jobs, peace, and freedom," will have little or no effect
on the civil rights movement of America. While the
issues addressed were worthy, the actual event as far as
the black movement is concerned was a waste of time
and energy.
Unlike the march of 1983, a crying out against years
of legal and blatant racism, the 1983 march was a gathering of fragmented groups and ideas, with the only
common thread being anti-Reaganism.
Protests, marches, and demonstrations were effective tools of the civil rights movement in the 60s and
early 70s. This activity drew attention to the problem’s
intensity and was instrumental in changing American
attitudes and laws. Now it is time to move on.
The political climate in America is no longer receptive to this type of activity. People are not as concerned
with high ideals in times of high unemployment and an
overall poor economy.
It is hard for the white auto worker who can’t find a
job, or the white student who can’t get accepted to medical school, to sympathize with the black cause.
Although discrimination still exists, laws and programs such as Affirmative Action have opened doors for
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the black American. Black Americans must now take
advantage of these opportunities.
Protests and marches are only effective in voicing
problems, as in the march of 1963, and changing general
attitudes. The problems of discrimination that still exist
cannot be solved by this surface activity; they are too
deep-rooted.
"Sure, blacks can check into the Holiday Inn, but
the question is whether they can afford to check out,"
said Representative William H. Gray III, D-Pa., one of
21 black members of Congress.
The problems that exist now in the black community are mainly a result of past, not present, discrimination. Defacto segregation and all of its pitfalls, including
inferior schools, prevails.
The issue today is not whether employers will hire
blacks, or universities will accept them, it is whether
blacks are qualified.
Instead of 250,000 people gathering to tell the public
and politicians what they already know, these same
people should volunteer their time in the inner-city
schools or social programs.
Of course, racial discrimination still exists. But the
time now is for action, not words.

When the first soundtrack to a novel came out I
last spring, Chick Corea’s "Space Jazz" for L. Ron ’
Hubbard’s "Battlefield Earth", the eyes of my good
friend and entrepreneur Milo Bumpkin lit up like
Vegas at midnight.
Milo saw how he could cash in.
His first in a line of musically-backed textbooks,
"Ladies and Gentlemen . . . Grammar, with the Rolling Stones" will hit the bookstores and record stores
within a week.
This English package, designed for college freshmen, includes new Stones standards "I Can’t Get No fl
Double Negatives," "Sympathy for the Verb," "Speller’s Little Helper" and "Nouns of Burden."
The single "Let’s Split Infinitives Together" has
already been released.
A precedent has already been set by the "Education Rock" songs fit into the Saturday morning cartoon lineup, Bumpkin said. But while those songs set
out to teach, the music behind his books merely supplies the mood.
"The songs build," he said, "and have been written to climax at the same time the reader gets to the
main point."
And if the reader is too fast or too slow?
"He or she will have a new Stones tape," he said.
"They’ll adjust."
Sales are wonderful and Bumpkin is feeling
smug.
"This idea is pure genius," he said. "It’s so obvious that musical textbooks are the next step in the
modernization of education."
tasked him what he meant by "modernization."
"Look, dummy, nothing lasts in this society unless it gets ’bigger and better,’ new and improved’ or I
’faster and scarier’," he said. "Education has fallen
unto hard time because it has lagged behind in technology, mostly because it clings lo an ancient fixation
with books.
"It’s not that ’Johnny can’t read’, it’s that
’Johnny gets bored’ reading. He’d rather watch
MTV."
"That’s not true of everyone," I countered,
rather weakly.
"Wake up, buddy," he said. "We’re returning to
an oral tradition. People don’t read their news they
have Dan Rather tell it to them. You don’t have to
read the classics anymore, you can go to Tower Records, buy a tape, and listen to ’Moby Dick’ on the
San Tomas Expressway.
"People just don’t have the time to read. At least
with the soundtracks, they might find a way to make
the time more readily."
"I’m not sure! like it,"! said, voicing the fears of
the born to late, those of us going into print journalism.
He laughed and shook his head at me.
"Go with the flow, Joe," he said. "Books are too
timeless for an ephemeral society. Books have never
really changed. They’re still lotsa words on pages, as
they have been more or less from day one. In a world
with Donkey Kong, that’s awfully BORING."
He then showed me some coming attractions.
A new band called the Violent Femmes are right
now laying down tracks for some Women’s Studies
textbooks to be released for the winter session rush:
and look for a Pink Floyd soundtrack to a text about
the Roman Empire called "The Fall."
I conceeded that a reggae rhythm would certainly enhance my media law textbook.
"That’s the spirit!" he said, and clapped me on
the back. "Education needs a soundtrack, and I’m
going to give it one!"
Craig Carter is the Daily’s Feature -Editor. His column
will run twice a week.

Editor:
A great burden has been given
California’s public universities and
colleges, a burden that SJS11.’, too.
must hear. Despite our objections to
the recent state cutbacks in higher
education budget allocations, our
school has had to establish new
means for the provision of adequate
instrucion without lessening its
quality. Loyally. we now must contend with a decrease in services and
an increase in fees, hut these
changes appear only to affect the
essential organization of SJSI: and
not the auxiliary services. One such
auxiliary service is Spartan Shops.
I understand Spartan Shops to
he entirely funded from profits generated from its customers, the students. Apparently. Spartan Shops
has little concern for the welfare of
Its own benefactors and instead of
making investments which would
at least ease some of the students’
burdens, exhausts its reserves on
such an extravaganza as the recent
bakery remodeling project.
Spartan Shops spent 8180.0041 on
this project, and the students base

anything more for this
money than they had before. The old
bakery seated 192 people, yet the
number of seats has not increased.
In fact, mobility within the bakery
has decreased due to the inclusion of
parititons. Smaller tables replaced
the larger ones, which not only decreases floor space but does not condone the sharing of space, a feature
that the older, more congenial bakery had. The old bakery was a
pleasant setting for groups of students to gather over coffee and
doughnuts prior to and between
morning classes. The bakery’s present atmosphere is such that scholastic discussion and student comradery are easily sublimated to the
consumption of Perrier.
I would not be surprised to find
my coffee-drinking associates of
last semester taking their business
to Peanuts or Sandwiched -In on San
Fernando Street, for those of us who
need that basic American morning
coffee will not find it at the new
bakery. Although a Spartan Daily
article I Aug. 29.) indicates that a
cup of coffee will still sell for 3:i
cents, the bakery has none available. It is nice to have a selection
from which to choose, but the new
hardly

bakery now makes that choice for
us. for the only coffee served, rather
the lowest -priced coffee served, is
the new special house blend which
sells for to cents. For those of us
who are connoisseurs of the "finer"
coffees, the new bakery has a KIM
espresso machine, which is. according to Spartan Shops General Man-

ager Edward Zant in the cited article, "the cheapest of the fancy
ones." Good God! If the bakery had
to have an espresso machine, why
did it have to has.’ a "fancy one?"
And why did it have to remodel (as
it appearantly did) so that the decorum would not clash with the new
machine’s fanciness?
It is too late to do anything now.
for the money is already spent. But
Spartan Shops must realize that
they are dependent on the students
for its existence, and by spending
81/10,000 of its reserves foolishly will
not relieve any of the economic duress which the university and the
students must suffer. Although
Spartan Shops belongs to the student
body of SJSC, it is not affected by its
current financial crisis. Ironically.
the situation in which Spartan Shops
sits allows it to be the enterprise
most capable of helping the stu-

dents. In other words. Spartan
Shops should be the hound that
serves its master, for we cannot, in
these times of economic prudence,
afford to maintain a show dog. I
urge every student, every faculty
member, every university employee
who is now affected by the recent
budgetary streamlining to protest
the flagrant display of wealth by
Spartan Shops and to urge its acceptance of a spending policy more beneficial to its own creators.
Patrick T. Nohrden
English
Senior

Daily copy editors
are inherently mean
Editor:
The first human to dislike me
was inherently mean. The second
human to dislike me was an associate news editor.
A brief history of this breed reveals a human who is egotistical,
self-righteous, and sensationalistic
(remember Maine?) What separates associate news editors from
other "journalists" is their insatiable need to expound ludicrous the-
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The forum page is your page. The Daily
encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan,
Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Take coffee breaks
not espresso breaks

f,

ones in the press.
Of course, most associate news
editors will deny that they are egotistical they will deny that they are
self-righteous, and they will probably even deny that the only reason
they write for a publication is to satisfy their own insecure need to see
their name in print.
Not only is it imprudent to hire
an associate news editor, it is absolutely idiotic to keep one after he has
written a poor piece of journalism.
And, Mr. Gill is sure to write further
rubbish in the future. Yet, he is still
alive, as are thousands of other associate news editors in theis country.
While not all associate news editors have engaged in poor journalistic practice, many have, and in my.
opinion, they are all unpredictable.
For these reasons, I have
reached the conclusion that all associate news editors should be exterminated.
Whether or not such an advocacy violates their personal reights,
It has become quite clear the associate news editors are a liablility to
their newspapers as well as society.
Who will be the next victim to

survive the painful glare of yellow
journalism?
Sincerely,
The American Pitbull.
Submitted by:
Erick I., Swenson
International Business
Sophomore

Olympics unfriendly
from the start
Editor:
For Pat Sangimino’s information, the last time the Olympic)!
were "just a friendly competition’l
was around the last time responsible journalism found its way into
the Daily.
Jim Goulding
Theatre Arts
Senior
All letters must bear the writ
er’s name, signature, major, phone
number and class standing. The
phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those (4
the writers, and do not necessarilN
represent those of the Sparta
Daily.
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Low pay lures unqualified instructors

is

WASHINGTON AP
A private foundation has issued a bleak report on the teaching profession, saying
teachers aren’t making enough money and that the quality of educators is declining even as the demand for them
is rising.
The study by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, released last week, said the
money spent per student has increased over the last lo
years but that the percentage of education expenditures
going to teacher salaries has shrunk.
"The facts presented in this report make clear that
the teaching profession is in crises," said foundation president Ernest L. Boyer, whose warnings echoed those of a
national commission that in April reported a "rising tide

of mediocrity" in the U.S. school system.
"Poor students are going into teaching, teacher pay
has actually declined in relation to other professionals
and public employees," said Boyer. "Credentializing is a
mess and teachers do not receive adequate recognition
and reward."
Teacher salaries have slipped from 49 percent of the
total spent on public elementary and secondary schools in
1972-73 to 38 percent in 1982-83, said the study by Dr. C.
Emily Feistritzer. who also publishes education newsletters.
"For the same period, the amount spent on each student increased by 182 percent. to $2,917 from $1,035," said
a summary of the study. "When inflation over the decade

is cranked into the equation, per-pupil expenditures are
seen to be 22.5 percent higher and teacher salaries 12.2
percent lower.*’
Furthermore, teacher salaries don’t grow fast
enough to be competitive, it said.
"Salaries at entry. $12,769 for a public elementary or
secondary school teacher with a bachelor’s degree, o,:e
almost $3,500 below starting pay for the next lowest professional. $16,200 for a college graduate in business administration," said the summary. "But the gap widens
thereafter: $25.000 after 15 years for the teacher, $40,000
to $50,000 for an accountant who started at $16,000.
The report said the average teacher’s salary nation-

wide is $20,531 a year
While minorities make up 17 percent of the total population, they comprise 26 percent of those of school age,
the study showed.
"Of special concern is the fact that black and Hispanic young people are precisely those with whom our
schools have been least successful," Boyer said. "...With
fewer school age children, the commitment of white
American families to public education may well decline. -Less than 5 percent of college-bound high school seniors say they want to major in education, a SO percent
drop from 1973, the study found.

Stanford band marching to conformity
STANFORD, Calif. I AI’ - First wine the rise of the
business students, the fizzling of campus rebellion and the
return of fraternities and sororities.
And now what may be conclusive proof that the last
vestiges of the college counterculture have drifted into
history: The Leland Stanford Junior University Marching
Band, the band that once dropped its trousers in concert,
the band that made chaos into an orchestrated art form,
vows it will be "less straggly" this year.
"We’ll all be moving together." said drum major
Simon Streets of Redwood City, explaining the significance of "synchronicity" a word the band will spell out
during halftime of the Sept. 10 game between Stanford
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and the Universit!, of Oklahoma.
The word is the title of a popular rock song by the
group The Police.
The band, famed for rushing helter-skelter into formations, won’t be confused with a Marine Corps. band
this year, said Patty Stokes of Placerville, the band’s
administrative assistant. But she said it would be "less
straggly."
The Stanford band gained its greatest infamy on the
last day of the 1982 football season, when band members
rushed into the end zone to celebrate Stanford’s apparent
victory over the arch-rival University of California.
Instead, California players took a kickoff return and

lateraled lase times in the closing seconds of tIle game
before Cal’s Kevin Moen charged over over Stanford
trombone player Gary Tyrrell and into the end zone for a
winning touchdown.
The 1982 Big Game is now "irrelevant," insisted band
manager Gary Robinson of Las Vegas. "People feel good
about us now."
"We’re looking to the future, not the past," said assistant manager Ben Langlotz, of St. Paul, Minn. "All the
film on television gives us a lot of publicity. People have
heard of us."

Cigarette tax
fails in Senate
SACRAMENTO (API
A Democratic plan to
raise cigarette taxes to
avoid or reduce student fee
increases at California’s
public colleges and universities stalled in the Senate
in the face of almost solid
Republican opposition.
The first vote was 2411, three short of the twothirds majority needed for
passage. But the author.
Sen. Alan Robbins, D-Tarzana. said he had a chance
of picking up more support
later Tuesday.
"I think we are going
to get it," he told reporters
as senators took a lunch
break following the 90-minute debate on his bill.
Democrats control the
upper house but lack the
two-thirds majority needed
to approve tax increases.
Robbins’s bill, SB161,
would raise about $135 million in the current fiscal
year by boosting the tax on
a pack of cigarettes from
10 to 15 cents, imposing a
one-time tax on cigarette
inventories and charging a
10 percent excise tax on the
sale of cigars, pipe tobacco
and chewing tobacco.
The increases would be
for two years, from Oct. 1,
1983, to Oct.), 1985.
Robbins said the measure would avoid the need
for a $191 fee increase at
the University of California, avoid a "substantial
portion" of a $268 increase
tor students at the California State University, and
bring state support for
community colleges up to
1982-83 levels.
That would allow coinmunity colleges to "sur-

vive" without imposing a
$100-per-year fee for fulltime students, Robbins
added. There are no
statewide student fees currently at California’s 106
community colleges.
The debate, in which
Democrats often spoke to
nearly empty Republican
seats, focused on GOP
Gov. George Deukmejian’s
plan to impose the community college fees to help offset his $234 million cut in
state aid for the two-year
schools.
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Most Democrats said
the fees, $100 a year for
fulltime students, $60 for
part-timers, would force
many low-income students
to leave school, despite
Deukmejian’s pledge to set
aside $10 million for student aid.
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Stress hinders immune system

Relaxation

(’alit.
ANAHEIM.
AP
Researchers at the
American Psychologist Association convention say
they have come up with
new evidence to show that
stress can reduce resistance to disease.
"We’re first beginning
to uncover the full extent to
which emotional response
can affect the immune system, and susceptibility to
disease." said Dr. Christopher Coe, a researcher at
Stanford University School
of Medicine.
The convention, which
began Friday, continues

through Tuesday.
Coe said he found that
an infant monkey separated from its mother for a
gradually
period
long
stopped crying but still
showed depressed immunity to disease.
op
monkey
"The
peared to be quiescent, but
internally it was more and
more distressed," Coe
said.
Sandra Levy, director
of the behavior science
program at the National
Cancer Institute, said her
study found that women
suffering from breast can-

cer who were distraught
over the disease had lower
immunity than patients
who appeared less distressed.
Ms. Levy studied 75
women, half of whom unmastectomies
derwent
while the others had tumor
surgery, which was to be
followed by radiation.

said.
Following the operations, but before the second
group started radiation
Ms
Levy
treatments.
found that older patients
showed higher levels of
natural killer cells, which
destroy tumors.
Younger patients facing
radiation
suffered
more distress than any
older patients, or younger
patients who underwent
mastectomies, she said.
"They knew they still
had the radiation before
them," said Ms. Levy.
Younger women who

were
Differences
older
lactween
found
women, w to seemed less
upset about their possible
fate, and younger women,
and also between those
who still faced radiation
and those who did not, she

were to get radiation treatment also suffered more
fatigue for no apparent
reason and showed low levels of natural killer cells.
"It’s a potentially fascinating interaction," said
Ms. Levy. "You can interpret fatigue as an indication of lisilessness and passivity. and speculate that
those feelings suppress immunity."
Ms. Levy said a study
of 22 patients with repeat
breast cancer found that
those who expressed anger
and concern were more
likely to survive than those
who appeared placid

Population attains record figure
WASHINGTON
Enough people are being
added to the world every
day to populate a city
slightly bigger than Richmond. Va.. a new Census
Bureau report discloses.
The Earth’s population
experienced record growth
during the 12 months ended
June 30, the report esti-

mates, reaching a total of
4,721,887,000.
That means 82,077,000
people were added during
the year, just under 225,000
every day. By comparison,
Richmond has about 219,000 residents.
The population growth
follows diminishing success of birth control efforts

in many areas and improvements in health care,
which have reduced the
death rates in the past few
decades, according to Jean
Van Der Tak of the Population Reference Bureau.
The lower death rate
among young people has
an added effect, since it
also provides a larger pool

of women in childbearing
ages, and consequently
more births, Mrs. Van Der
Tak noted.
Sam Baum of the Census Bureau’s Center for International Research noted
that worldwide population
growth rates peaked in
1969-65, at 2.2 percent.
This growth declined

to about 1.8 percent by the
mid-1970s and has remained at about that level,
said Baum.
But because that same
percentage applies to a
growing base population
each year, the actual number of people added grows
annually, he explained.

Video games prompt learning
photo by Leo Bevilacqua
Michelle McClure escapes the real world with her favorite balloon.
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Calif.
ANAHEIM.
(API Behavioral psychologist and author B.F.
Skinner gave his prescription Saturday to cure what
he called the mediocrity in
American education
computer technology.
An longtime advocate
of technology, Skinner said
the video game fad is an
example of how reinforcement of positive behavior,
such as rewarding a good
game with a high score,
can retain a student’s interest and enhance learning.
"When students move
through well -constructed
programs at their own
pace, the so-called problem of motivation is auto -

education.
"A culture too strongly
committed to the view that
a technology of behavior is
an unwarranted meddling
and a threat to their freedom and dignity is not supporting behavioral science," he said.
"Mediocrity is an effect, not a cause," he said,
adding that it can be reversed through properly
designed programs.
"Students do not have
to be made to study; abundant
reinforcement
is
enough," he said. "It is
characteristic
of
the
human species that successful action is automatically reinforced. The fascination with video games
is adequate proof "

Skinner, who developed teaching machines
which are now in the
Smithsonian Institute
and researched instructional programming in the
1950s, thinks American educators erred in not adopting computers during that
era.
Educators have not
seized wholeheartedly on
the use of modern technology "because the solution
conflicts with deeply entrenched views of human
behavior ... too strongly
supported by current psychology," Skinner said.
While Skinner talked,
protestors outside carried
placards accusing the APA
of killing more than 60 million animals each year nee-

dlessly in the name of psychological researcher.
About 15 animal rights
groups, including People
for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals, the Animal
Rights Coalition from San
Diego and the Society
Against Vivisection, called
for an end to animal experimentation, said Steve
Kowit, coordinator for the
Animal Rights Coalition.
Others protested the
Saturday speech by Jensen, of the University of
California at Berkeley,
whose opinions on why
blacks
receive
lower
scores on IQ tests have
been labelled racist. The
picketers carried signs
saying "Jensenism Leads
to Genocide."
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matically solved," he told
the 91st annual American
Psychological Convention
at the Anaheim Convention
Center.
Skinner’s address Saturday highlighted the session that was picketed by
more than 300 people protesting the killing of animals for psychological experiments.
In addition, about two
dozen people protested
psychologist Arthur Jensen’s theories on the IQ
scores of black people.
Skinner, 79, the whitehaired pioneer psychologist regarded as the "father of behavioral psychology,"
told
the
psychologists that technology is needed to improve
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Modern fable of herpes and ’Righteous’
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By Jennifer Koss
What if there was a law
that made everyone wear a
button indicating whether
or not he had herpes?
Herpes victims would wear
"There is Life After
Herpes" buttons and nonvictims would wear "I
Don’t Have Herpes"
buttons.
Come on now, just
imagine . . .
. You’re from a
small, midwestern town
called Righteous and
you’re a freshman at
SJSU. Your mother didn’t
want you going to a school
so far away because she’s
afraid you’ll get in with the
wrong crowd. But you
couldn’t wait to get away
from Righteous and you’re
sure you’re going to love
California.
All the fraternities and
sororities at SJSU are
segregated into groups
consisting of the "I Don’ts"
and the "Life Afters."
Since you’re from
Righteous, you’re
definitely an "I Don’t," so
you immediately run out
and join one of the "I
Don’t" sororities.
But the sorority isn’t
quite what you expected.
While the "I don’ts" don’t
have herpes, they also
don’t drink, don’t do drugs,
don’t dance and just don’t
have any fun. It starts
getting to be a real drag.
Then you meet Joe
Cool.
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He’s a "Life After
and he really knows how to
have a good time. Before
long, Joe pins you with his
"Life After" button and
you think you’ve met the
man of your dreams.
Of course, you get
kicked out of the "I Don’t"
sorority, but who cares?
You’re really digging
being a "Life After." I
mean like. the "life afters"
really got the goods on how
to live, ya know man?
Suddenly, your Joe
Cool meets Susie Groovy
and he dumps you in five
seconds flat. All you’ve got
left from the man of your
dreams is his "Life After"
button.
The semester ends and
it’s time to return to
Righteous. Everything’s
cool until you remember
your "Life After" button
and freak. How will you
face your parents?
Time to see a doctor.
"Oh please, doctor,"
.
you beg, "rid me of this
dreaded virus so! can
return to the ways of
Righteous. Write me the
prescription! Feed me the
antiddle!"
"Yea now," saith the
Doctor, "It is easier for a
camel to pass through the
eye of a needle than it is for
a herpes sufferer to find
relief.
"Ye must do penance.
Recite three prescriptions
and read the labels on five

,ispirin bottles every day.
Now, takes( hack thy
button and get ye down to
the paths of Righteous."

Afters" and the entire
congregation turns to stare
at you. ’too are an outcast
in Righteous.

So now you know the
truth. There is no known
cure for herpes. A "Life
After" you are and a "Life
After" you’ll remain.

It gets worse. Before
long, you are no longer just
an outcast. You area bored
bored bored outcast. You’d
forgotten how boring the
ways of Righteous are.
Your boredom magnifies a
hundredfold and soon
suffocates the horrors of
your shame. You long for
California, for the nightlife
of San Jose, for the Spartan
Pub, for anything.
ANYTHING, just to get out
of Righteous!
Finally, you can’t
stand it any longer. You
wait until your parents go
to bed, then you don your
"life after" button and
and cry yourself to sleep,

Your mother cries into
her handkerchief when she
spots your button and your
father turns away in
disgust.
"You have ruined our
good name in the fair town
of Righteous." he says. "I
will never be able to hold
my head up again."
You hear you parents
talking long after you’ve
gone to bed and you creep
to the stairwell to
eavesdrop.
"I should never have
let her go to school with all
those crazies in
California," your father is
saying. "I should have
known she’d take up with
those long-haired herpes
and abandon the ways of
Righteous!"
"Oh, that I’d heeded
the words in my heart and
kept her safe with us in
Righteous!" your mother
cries.
You slink back to bed

Movie Review

Ir

Erotica and porn set apart in festival
By Craig Curter

-
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After seeing the 198.1 Internetteinnt-LProtitiglitrrresttval at Camera One, I realized the fine line that I had
always figured separated the erotic from the pornographic is actually a chasm.
As this festival offers both the erotic and the pornographic, and considering the depth and width of the
chasm, it might be said that the nearby art and revival
theater ( 366 So. 1st St.) covers a lot of ground with its
current offering.
This is fine, but some of the terrain is boring, some of
it is hilarious, some of it is stimulating, and at least three
of the fifteen features that comprise the "festival" raise
themselves above mere sexcapade chronicles and into
art.
What separates erotica from pornography for me
( and stimulation from voyeurism) is subtlety, and the
recognition that the situation is so much more exciting
than the physical maneuvering.
Some of the film makers executed this difference, and
some of them didn’t, and some of them executed too awkwardly to make a difference.
I felt cheated in the same way that I would if I heard a
hit song on the radio, bought the record, and then found
out the artist had merely padded his single with lots of
filler and called it an album. Ultimately, this festival has
only three fully realized films worthy of inclusion in a
Festival, although movie goers will at least find most of
the stuff funny.
The best short, "Picture Show," was an animated
feature about ink blots. The camera focused in on the
blots and then let the artist’s brain take over. Mere
splotches of ink became faces, bodies, motorcycles, men,
women, and organs thereof. Fantasy built upon fantasy
as the camera probed deeper into the inkblot/mind and
opened the lens to mazes and beasts and couplings man
and motorcycle, woman and beast, woman and woman
sex acts and slithering tongues

Some of the images were violent hut never pointless
and the animation allowed a certain freedom from identiH’earion with theTheracters that made the situations less
scary or more beautiful enough to be if not a turn on, at
least visually fascinating. It stood out as the most intelligent of the works, and one of the most serious.
The funniest feature, also animated, was "Le Toy
Shop."
For purposes of the plot, an adult toy store shared
office space with a children’s toy store, and what happens
when the business day is over might have been called
"Rubberstillskin" or perhaps "Ken Meets the Inflatable
Doll."
I can’t begin to describe what happens, but the aisles
were rolling with laughing people.
Maybe I just like animation, but I think "Malice in
Wonderland" is the third, but not the least of the best. Of
all the films, this one needed the sex the least. That’s an
awful way to praise a supposedly erotic film, but so many
times the makers of sexual films figure the sex will carry
everything, and as was seen several times during the
festival, it doesn’t.
The most pitiful example of the "sex is it" films involves a man and woman masturbating over the phone to
each other. Long distance may be the next best thing, but
there was absolutely no thought or imagination put into
this film. Even the pseudo trick ending limped home. My
companion wanted to walk out, but, somebody’s got to
this job, even when it gets ugly. Journalistic integrity
kept me glued to my seat.
All the weak films are sabatoged by the same set of
problems, such as not knowing when to say "cut." Many
shots simply go on too long. But the worst of the flaws is
pitiful acting and it destroyed the most promising of the
non-animated films.
This was a black white photographed love story involving the most boring of couples. She had no life and he
had a grating voice and neither one could act worth a
damn.

LOOK
WHO’S JUST
ARRIVED
IN TOWN...

Still, this film was the most sensitive of the lot. These
people loved each other, that was so obvious, even if it
may have been because nobody else would have them.
The sex was subtle. The entire movie takes place in
the couple’s bed: we see their entire story between the
sheets, but we never actually see what goes on beneath
the sheets. Done right, this film would have been a touching turn on, something to try at home. Done as it was,
people just slept.
Too bad. We could have seen the full expression of
sexuality between these two people. They could have been
intellectually, spiritually, and physically sexual, but we’d
have to see this couple as two fully realized people and we
never did. I’m really angry at that film.
Most of the rest are so bad they’re funny. They reminded me of the films! made in high school.
One such was a Sam Spade spoof. This was nothing
more than a mock preview. A neat vehicle for an comic
film maker because he doesn’t have to worry about creating a story, which gets in the way of the good parts. Lots
of silly car crashes and ridiculous love scenes in this one,
lots of dumb fun.
Another film, "Words of Love," started out funny and
got tedious. Set to the Beatles song of the same name, this
clever little film filled the screen with images of genitalia,
while a corresponding voice thigh for the male organs,
low for the female organs, chorus for the sex acts) labeled
the picture. Almost all the slang and clinical titles were
run through, including some I hadn’t heard before. I
copped a new slang for intercourse: Lyricism of the
Masses.
Unfortunately, they saved the most boring for last.
Called a "A Film About Sharon," this documentary film
looks like it was put out by the "Born Again Pornographers." It is a blatant advertisement for pornography and
has lots of boring sex scenes.
Fans of the pornographic genre won’t go home disappointed, although the purveyors of the erotic probably
will.

wishing you’d never even
heard of that ratfink, Joe
Cool.
On Sunday, the
minister gives a sermon on
the evil ways of the "Life
steal away to the highway.
You’ll find a way to get out
of Righteous if you have to
walk.
And you do have to
walk, because no one picks
up hitchhikers in
Righteous. At last, you get
a ride with a truckdriver.
As you look back
towards the lights of the
town, you kiss your "life
after" button and vow
never to search for a
herpes cure again. Better
to live with herpes than to
live with people who live in
Righteous.

Herpes sign
goes on sale
By Jennifer Koss
Two San Luis Obispo businessmen have ressurrected
the scarlet letter. Only this time around, it’s an "H" for
herpes rather than an "A" for adultery.
Ken Zigler and John Kellerman, Jr., both 27, came up
with the idea of crossing the international symbol for
"No" with the herpes virus. A red circle with a diagonal
line covering the letter "H" means "I Don’t Have
Herpes." The same symbol minus the diagonal line
means "There is Life After Herpes."
Herpes sufferers will supposedly wear the "Life
After" symbol, while the lucky ones will wear the "I
Don’t" symbol.
Kellerman is one of the unlucky ones.
He and Zigler thought of the symbol when they were
sitting around with some friends one day "thinking of
something to knock the scare out of herpes," Kellerman
said.
They decided to go ahead and apply the herpes symbol to buttons, bumper stickers and clothing. By late February, Zigler and Kellermen were ready for marketing,
but two San Francisco firms beat them to the herpes
market.
The experience taught Kellerman "the whole thing is
to get in there fast," he said. Although they have yet to
break even on the project, Kellerman is optimistic.
The symbol is a good icebreaker at parties, Kellerman said. It promotes communication and helps herpes
sufferers find a positive outlook to the disease.
Kellerman and Zigler may have the right idea in
wanting to open communication about herpes, but is the
world ready for them? While they’ve advertised nationally, only a few local novelty shops and record stores have
responded. Silence on the part of the rest of the country
seems to indicate survival of the herpes stigma.
Meanwhile, Kellerman and Zigler are moving on to
other things. According to Kellerman. Zigler is attending
San Diego State University this fall. Kellerman is a stationary engineer for the state Dept. of Corrections.
Kellerman enjoyed the challenge of his venture into
herpes humor, he said, and is working on an idea for a
football game fad. He refused to divulge his idea, but it’s a
"non-apparel product used by fans in groups of large
proportions," he said.
To discover Kellerman’s secret, "look for something
stupid at this fall’s football games," he said. He’s hoping
this idea will be the moneymaker, the fad to rival the pet
rock and the "I love" series of bumper stickers.

/Free

Free
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Free%

Buy 1 Taco or Burrito
Get 1 Free
Good Only With This Coupon

Angels
IFast Food Restaurant
111

Santa Clara I
San Jose, CA

322 E.

Call or Order

279 9506

*82 NM

MEI=If
I:r ’lc

’I,

’Ic

ORINICS

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT

in celebration of our

SIXTH ANNIVERSARY
Corner of 8th & E. Santa Clara

Famous Foot-Lono Sandwiches

47S EAST SAN
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andSTATE
11Ih
STREETS
NI (TBETWEEN
TO SAN 10th
1051
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FRSITY
291 1121
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Snack
99c
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111.

COUPON
MED. DRINK
I’"--11."411"11111111
and Bag of Chips
CEDFREE

I
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11"
EXPIRES 9/ 1 5.83

Iwith purchase of one
FOOTLONG SANDWICH
EXPIRES 9 15 ft3

293- 3925

We Feature

I

I

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

I

Fried rice
Sweet & sour pork
Sweet & sour ribs
Spicy beef
Barbeque ribs
Chow mein

Jumbo egg rolls
Chicken broccoli
Beef cauliflower
Zucchini & pork
Bell peppers & purl,
Pork rib stew

Porn Porn Chicken

1.75
Any Two
Combination
Selections

FREE
JUMBO EGG ROLL
it h purr ham. to
any br more
rombination selection.
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SPORTS
Lady Spartans ranked 11th
4

Iced picked to improve spikers record
By Put Sungi m int)
Alter finishing the 19112
campaign auth a 21 10 record and ranked 12th in the
nation, ,ine a riulul have to
say the Lail Spartan s’01
le -hull team had armed
liul the real test 14111
come this yea(
In the 29 inalehes that
S.ISI.
ill play . 14 are
against nationally ranked
teams A1111111g these are
defending I lit 1101111 champion hose iii manlier two
ranked Stanford number
lour Pacific. number six
Cal -Poly San Luis Obispo
and ninth ranked Texas
"Won loss %vise. it puts
a good record in jeop
ardy.- head coach Dick
Mont goinerv said. " liut
that’s the (nib way we’re
going to get in the lop
I lye "
Erts
st.:IS011 p011S
ha Vi’ the Lady Spartans
ranked 11111 and Monlgoin
i itO Ii uils opti
erv is
oi thi ranking and
said thai ihi chill has
51101111 Il5priAl.111(.111 III he

month that it has been
practicing.
Were doing things in
practice right now that I
didn’t think we’d be doing
until the middle of the sea sin.’
Montgomery explained. "We’re doing all
it the techniques Iwtter
than we did before and
e’re a lot stronger That’s
important because we plan
’in expanding our offense
and gui with a lew defenses
this year."
The Lady Spartan of tense will feature several
new variations this season.
The MSC mentor pointed
16/1 that that was one of the
problems last season -- the
ot tense was too one-dimensional.
"Last year, when we
played a good team, we’d
be at* to keep up with
them for a while," Mont wintery said. "But then
they’d start to zero in on
what we were trying to do
and counter it."
The Spartans will be
improved for another rea-

son. Montgomery boasts helped her team capture
one of the tallest squads in the’ gold medal.
the nation
seven players
"I had a great time
are at least six feet tall.
there,’’ Ice said. "Playing
"II we’re not the big- with a lot of good players
gest team in the country," and coaches helped me out
Montgomery said, "I’ll eat a lot. We ran faster ofmy hat."
fense’s and that helped a
The height of the club hit, because we’re starting
advantage.
but
definite
is a
to use those here at SJSC
Montgomery’s
and it helped me lit gel my
weapon is 6-1 sophomore timing down."
Lisa Ice.
Hut Ice isn’t the only
As a freshman, Ice was player on this team. There
named to one All -America is a fine supporting cast
team and the Spartan featuring eight returning
coach feels that she can players. The group is so
improve on that this sea- close in terms of skill, that
son.
Montgomery has not been
"If she made one All - able to choose a starting
America team last year," line up as of yet.
he said, "We feel that she
"Al this point there are
should make them all this 10 or 11 players who could
going
10
get
year. She’s
start on this team," he
better and better and bet- said.
ter."
Setter Terri DeBusk
lee didn’t rest on her returns after enjoying a
laurels this summer. She ’line freshman campaign.
was selected to the West She is joined by outside hitsquad at the annual Naters Linda Fournet, Sandy
tional Sports Festival in Jones. Kim Kayser and
Colorado Springs.
She Gayle Olsen.
played in every game and
()Ism
two-year
a

4

[Mato by Jahn Richards

Sophomore’ Lisa Ice sets for a dig as she and the Spartans prepare for the I it
season. lee, an All-American as a freshman, leads SJSC through a tough schedule,
starter and All -Northern
Paella: Athletic Conferewe perlormer in Mt, is
unable tip play right now

because of a back injury,
but she is expected back
soon. Middle blocker Arlene Ringer and defense
specialist Jane Saito also
return from last year’s
squad.
Junior college transfers Felicia Schuller and
Mandy McMahon will add
to the team’s height, while
redshirts Christa Cook and
Maria Healy along with
walkons !bean Manu, Gabriela Miranda, Tracy
Mitchell and Arzu Calls
will see action.
Calis is another interesting story. The 5-10 freshman is an exchange stu-

dent
Irma
Istanbul.
Turkey.
"We’ll keep all 16 players:. Montgomery said.
"Al this point, there is a lot
of competition for starting
positions,
so practices
have been intense and aggressive."
Ice added: "We push
each other hard so the
pressure is always on. Everyone is fighting for a
starting position."
With the talent that
Montgomery has, the Lady
Spartans can make a
strong push at the NorPac
title, but it must first get

past defending champion
Pacific.
Montgomery sees the
Lady Tigers as the team to
heat, with SJSU and California battling it out for
second place. Ile added
that Fresno State, Santa
Clara. Oregon State and
Washington would be fighting for the final playoff
spot.
The season gets underway for the Lady Spartans
Tuesday, Sept 6 when the
alumni come back to SJSU
for a practice match. They
will host Utah State Monday. Sept. 12.

Walsh shuffles lineup;
season opens Saturday
Injuries,Eagles are concerns for 49’ers
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. ( AP) Coach Bill Walsh will let the San Francisco 49ers’ new punter, Tom Orosz, find
out for himself about Candlestick Park’s
winds.
"We’re not going to tell him anything
about Candlestick. He wouldn’t believe us,
anyway," Walsh said Tuesday.
Orosz joined the 49ers for practice
Tuesday, a calm and sunny day at the
team’s practice headquarters 25 miles
south of the stadium in San Francisco
where the National Football League’s 1983
season will get under way Saturday, with
the Philadelphia Eagles visiting.
Orosz, the Miami Dolphins’ punter for
two seasons, was acquired Monday in exchange for a 12th -round draft pick next
year. Jim Miller. waived by the 49ers,
blamed Candlestick’s tricky, often vicious
winds for some of his problems over three
years with the club.
Former University of California defensive lineman Daryle Skaugstad,
waived by the Houston Oilers, was
claimed by the 49ers Tuesday in what
Walsh indicated would be the last pre -season roster change.
"We’re not excited about the idea of
rearranging our squad," Walsh said, add-

ing that all NFL teams are reluctant to
make late roster changes when the players involved are of almost equal ability.
"Everyone feels that a team’s program
and coaching are more important than
raw talent."
Twin rookies, fullback Roger Craig
and linebacker Blanchard Montgomery,
are scheduled to start for the 49ers Saturday. Two others, linebacker Riki Ellison
and defensive back Tom HOIM0e, may be
in the lineup if veteran players remain
sidelined by injuries.
Tight end Russ Francis, unable to participate fully in practices through the exhibition season, appears to have recovered
now from a broken hand.
"Russ is going to start." Walsh said.
"So far he’s unable to catch the ball like he
did before, probably because of the protective pad. I’m sure he’ll be better next
Thursday than he is this weekend."
The 49ers’ second regular season
game is a Thursday night encounter with
the Vikings in Minnesota.
While Walsh is counting on Francis to
start Saturday, he won’t know for sure
until later in the week about several other
players, including wide receiver Freddie
Solomon. linebacker Jack Reynolds. and
safety Rick Gervais.

CORT.

Furniture Rental
48-72 Hour Delivery
Low Monthly Rental
from $65 for 3 Roomsl
MT VIEW
SANTA CLARA
’40’15"-9’;4 04.3:

\

"41-’1E -’ 96(5"-1’7’51;r’

SJSU Students
Spartan Football(,j
SEASON TICKETS

Five games
Sep. 10
Oct. 1
for
Oct. 15

i Frank Robinson 2 Girls
Gresham 3 Bob Uecker
6 AI ;
Ray Nitschke 5 Ben
6 Tommy
kw1 Davidson
Heinsohn 7 John Madden
loiroztOvillitiates
Billy Martin 9 Steve
%;*41040-1141,torfplgr
Miterak 10 Dock Butkus 11
Boog Powell 12 Koichi
Nurnatawa 13 Jim
tulatetY 49, 0473. Shoulders
14 Mall Snell 15
chi*1 rAVIrOligte it i A Spillane
Deacon Jones 16 Mickey
17 Don Carle, 18
4

ryievr_

,..4.-...p.,vis,__:.
ok,,,,,,,vjaid,"*.

1 1 /I YV1 ills’ II

ai

$500

Nevada -Las Vegas
Oregon
Cal State -Fullerton
Nov. 12 Pacific
Nov. 26 Southwest Louisiana

Boom Boom Geolloon 19
Mary Throneberry 20 Bubb’)
Smith 21 Jim Honochick 22
Lee Meredith 23 Red
Auerbach 24 Rodney
Danger1ie1d 25 DO WilliamS

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND LESS.

Tickets on sale at the Athletic
Ticket Office in the Men’s Gym.
For more information, call 277-3241
c 1983 Muller Brewing Co Milwaukee WI
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SPORTS
Willhite injured; Byrd to start
By Pat Sangimino
FOOTBALL: The Deriver Brun
cos of the National Football League
announced yesterday that former
San Jose State running back Gerald
Willhite had been placed on the injured reserve list
Willhite, who holds several
Spartan rushing records, strained a
hamstring in the Broncos 34-3 loss
to the Minnesota Vikings Friday
night.
Willhite was the Broncos’ first
round draft choice a year ago and
was enjoying a fine exhibition season. Against the Vikings he ran the
ball just three times for nine yards,
but caught four passes for 29 yards
before suffering the injury.
Willhite will be out at least four
weeks. Until then Denver recalled
running back Rob Lytle, who was
cut Monday. . .

rhurris

mpion
s the
am to
Cali at for
added
Santa
. and
fight layoff

The concert choir class
is still open to all students.
It meets Monday through
Thursday from 10:30 to

11:30 a.m. in Music 150
Contact Dr. Archibeque in
Music 162 or call 277-2917.
Students interested in
joining the SJSU Bicycle
Club should contact Fritz
Knochenhauer at 947-0349.
The Humanities Club
is holding a meeting from
4-6 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. For more
information. call Rob at
226-7902.

Although
linebacker
Kevin
Reeder was forced to leave the
squad because of a medical problem. he will remain with the Spartans and help as a student coach. .
The 1983 Spartans will have
their final scrimmage today at 3:31)
at the south campus practice field

e

DR. ANDERSON

LIFE ON EARTH

t.11 ettilt %ASA%

Oh boy,the. begi nning of a ne...) year, L’m so happy 1..coota ius

SOCCER The Spartan soccer
team will host Cal State-Northridge
Friday night at Spartan Stadium.
Kickoff time is slated for 8.

rt.

THE SPARTAN DALEY

The Gay and Lesbian
Student Alliance will have
an open house from 4 to
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Costonoan Room. Contact Laura or Frank at 2772047 for more information.

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity will hold a dance in the
S.U. Ballroom at 9 p.m. tonight. Call Jeff at 292-8461
for more information

Mecha. Asian and concerned students will meet
in front of the Student
Union from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. today as part of an
informational picket on
budget cuts. Call Soledad
Espita at (408) 926-1705 for
more information.

The Akbayan Club will
hold its first general meeting at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. For more information contact Frank at 9888994 or Monet at 293-2780.

The Women’s Center is
holding a meeting from
2:30 to 4 p.m. today to organize a women’s radio station. Contact Joyce Higa or
Maria Disotell at 277-2047
for more information

underrtans
n the
SJSU
They
Mon-

. COME TAKE A
1-1E-Y ,5TENIE,
Look Al WHAT I FOLiND!

Thomas. a seventh round draft
choice, rushed the ball 11 times dur
i-Ag the exhibition season for 24
yards. . .
It was reported yesterday that
oifensive guard Craig Wince left the
Spartan team Wince is back. Ile
had left the club to take care of a
family situation. .

Former Spartan Gill Byrd will
be one of four defensive starters
when the San Diego Chargers open
the 1983 regular season against the
visiting New York Jets Sunday.
Byrd, a 1982 All-PCAA player
for the Spartans, was also an All America selection the year before.
He has started in all four of the
Chargers’ exhibition games and
played the entire game last week
against the Los Angeles Rams. .
The experiment was a success.
The Kansas City Chiefs drafted former SJSU defensive back Kenny
Thomas in hopes of converting him
to running back.
Thomas, an All-PCAA performer for the Spartans last season,
is listed as the third string running
back behind his brother and also a
former Spartan Jewerl, and rookie
Lawrence Ricks from Michigan.

SPARTAGUIDE
The Career Planning
and Placement Center is
holding a Resume Critique
from Ito 4 today in the Student
Union
Almaden
Room. The meeting will include a critique of typed resumes and suggestions for
improvemements. Contact
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272
for more information.

KEVIN YEAGER

LEAF NOTES

The SJSU Japan Karate Association will hold
karate practice from 6 to 8
p.m. today in the women’s
gym fencing room. Call
Will KiTtin at 277-3486 or
277-8446.

JIM BRICKER

i PO. PEACH FOk
Tel
ts-42,
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Pro teams adjust rosters
two more to bring the
team’s regular-season roster to the required 49player limit.

AP l’he waiver wire
got a good reading as National Football League
teams began preparations
for the season openers.

The Chicago Bears
placed
wide
receiver
Rickey Watts, running
back Calvin Thomas and
linebacker Al Chesley on

The Minnesota Vikings
placed five players on the
injured reserve list, cut
seven others and acquired

Parker presents 2500 chances
your father never had.

to pare exhiovered

Enjoy his unique style of humor and see why
Steve was a three time Emmy Award
nominee for his role as detective Dietrich in
TV’s Barney Miller.
He’s the most prolific and funniest of us all
.
the closest, I think, to the creativity and
obtuse thinking of Jonathan Winters, that’s
ever come along.

I,

His bits come rapidfire, jumping from topic
to topic; from baseball, to commercials, to
sex, to politics, to impressions, to ethnic and
regional humor.

h said.
like he
protec? next

2000
10
500
Grand
Prizes.
Second
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home

computer system worth $1.995.03

A

basic computer worth $99.9.5.

math calculator wonh S25 (X)

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY

Robin Earl, one of
seven veterans cut, was
upset at head coach Mike

Enter the Parker Top-of-theClass Sweepstakes and you could
win something that can give you a
real advantage in life.
Your ownTexas Instruments
home computer.
While youi-e at it, pick up
something better to write with,
too. A Parker Jotter ball pen.
Its microscopically-textured
ball grips the paper to help prevent
messy blobbing and skipping.
And it writes up to five times
longer than most ball pens.
Look for sweepstakes entry
forms and details at your college
bookstore. But do it soon. With
over 500 computers to win, this is
one sweepstakes worth entering.
While you still have the chance.

tam to
e play.
ability.
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t than
Craig
imery,
SaturEllison
may be
emain

Ditka’s method of announcing them.
"By releasing all these
veterans, we’re taking the
club in a different direction," Ditka said. "We
might have made some
mistakes ... but I feel these
are the people who are
going to play for me."

injured reserve. The team
waited until Tuesday to announce its nine cuts to the
team and the public, but
notified the league by the
Monday night deadline.

:Tv4>PARK[R
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Sas Jose Ceeter for the Perform* Arts
Tickets ’15 & ’14 available at San Jose Box Office, Peninsula Box Office, all Bass
Ticket Centers and all major outlets
Or charge by phone (408)246.1160

,.i no later than October 15. NEB 01983 TrPC
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Schools need help

SBSA to purchase student text books
continued /root page 1
said. -We want to see our operation develop and eventually expand to other departments."
To avoid problems with books that may be outdated or revised. SIISA is counting on the cooperation
of the Spartan Bookstore to advise them of books that
could not be resold.
Rodondi said only basic core textbooks those
books that don’t need to be updated every semester)
will be accepted at the beginning if the program. Students who turn in books that SBSA could not resell
would have their books returned to them.
Although Rodondi estimated that after two years
the program would take 5 per cent of the Spartan
Bookstore’s business, Ed Zant, manager of the
bookstore, said he did not feel sales would be threat
ened.
The program is "just another option for students.’
Zant said.
Carter said he did not expect the exchange to cut
deeply into the bookstore’s sales because "their main
business comes from the sales of new books, where we
will only be dealing with used. If anything. we’ll be
taking business from Robert’s I Bookstore
Any profits that SFISA makes will go back into
expanding the program.

photo by Liza

Murphy

The new book exchange for business students se ill provide an alternative to the long lines
in the Spartan Bookstore.

provided by Jack Wilson,
lobbyist for the California
School Boards Association.
"(’racks, graffiti, broken windows .. it’s just no
fun to go to school in the
teachers too,"
morning
he said.
Not all assessments
are as bleak.
"My sense of my
child’s high school experience at McClatchy High ( in
Sacramento) is that it is a
far richer experience and
the quality of teaching is
better than when I was at
that stage in high school,"
says state Community Col- .
leges Chancellor Gerald
Hayward.
"Whether it’s kept
pace with society’s demands is another question."
In annual multiplechoice tests, third-graders’
scores have been rising for
a decade and sixth-graders’ for nearly that long.
Twelfth-grade scores,
after falling for almost a
decade, have leveled off in
the last two years. There is
no reliable "national average," but California scores
are around the middle in
college entrance examinations.
The state started re
quiring high school seniors
last year to pass basic
skillstests to get a di
ploma.
The real money crunch
began when the state
started limiting schools’
cost -of-living increases in
1972. Local voters were in
creasingly refusing to approve property tax increases to pay for new
school buildings. Then
came the 50 percent property tax cut of Proposition
13 in 1978, shifting school
support to the steadily’
shrinking state treasury.
But Honig says people
will be willing to pay more
money for schools when
they show signs of improvement. And Honig is
optimistic about the outlook.
"I think you’ll see the
schools take off, a tremendous renaissance,"
he
said.

continued from page 1
this fall to meet the UC
standards.
Last year a study said
California school days and
years were so short that its
students, in 12 years, spent
a total of 1.2 years less in
school than the national average.
. State Superintendent
Bill Honig, who painted a
bleak picture of the school
system in his campaign
last year against incumbent Wilson Riles, remains
one of the harshest critics,
though he insists he is optimistic for the future.
"Kids
aren’t
prepared" when they leave
school, Honig says. "They
can’t handle the jobs. They
can’t handle the thinking
skills. We hear it from
businesses, we hear it from
the military and we hear it
from the colleges."
A different perspective, equally gloomy, was

EIGHT CHAPTERS OF
BABYLONIAN HISTORY FOR
TOMORROWS EXAM
AND CATHY’S MMHG.
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YOU CAN DO 111
It gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it - handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.
You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that’s just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you’d have to do the things you want
to do For twenty years the ones who get ahead
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have used Reading Dynamics. It’s the way to read
for today’s active worldfast, smooth, efficient
Don’t get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.
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SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
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FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSONS ON CAMPUS TODAY
FRI, ’/2

11 am and I pm

Son Jose State University
Student Union Building
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Choose the day and time most convenient for you.
Reservations are not necessary.

0 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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